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I. INTRODUCTION
Alibaba has China’s largest e-commerce platform. To sup-
port its diverse businesses, Alibaba has its own large-scale
data centers providing the computing foundation for a wide
variety of software applications. Among these applications,
deep learning (DL) has been playing an important role in
delivering services like image recognition, objection detection,
text recognition, recommendation, and language processing. To
build more efficient data centers that deliver higher perform-
ance for these DL applications, it is important to understand
their computational needs and use that information to guide the
design of future computing infrastructure. An effective way to
achieve this is through benchmarks that can fully represent
Alibaba’s DL applications.
A number of DL benchmarks already exist or are under
development, such as MLPerf [1], DeepBench [2], Training
Benchmark for DNNs (TBD) [3], DAWNBench [4], Fathom
[5], AI Benchmark [6], BenchIP [7], and synthetic benchmarks
[8]. However, these benchmarks are not good representations
of Alibaba’s DL workloads, for three reasons. First, some of
these benchmarks, such as MLPerf, TBD, and DAWNBench,
are too general-purpose and target the most typical DL applic-
ations that are interesting to a broad range of users. Thus, they
cannot represent the workloads that are specific to Alibaba’s
e-commerce environment. Second, many of the benchmarks,
such as TBD, DAWNBench, Fathom, and BenchIP, have
outdated and narrow collections that cannot catch up with the
fast development of DL models and cover the diversity of DL
applications in the e-commerce environment. Third, some of
these benchmarks, such as DeepBench, AI Benchmark, Ben-
chIP, and synthetic benchmarks, aim at testing specific tasks,
e.g., the performance of specific operators, model layers, or
Android systems. None of these aforementioned benchmarks
satisfy the needs of fully characterizing the DL workloads
in Alibaba’s e-commerce environment, which motivates the
development of Alibaba’s in-house DL benchmark - AI Matrix.
AI Matrix results from a full investigation of the DL
applications used inside Alibaba and aims to cover the typical
DL applications that account for more than 90% of the GPU
usage in Alibaba data centers. This benchmark suite collects
DL models that are either directly used or closely resemble the
models used in the company’s real e-commerce applications. It
also collects the real e-commerce applications if no similar DL
models are not available. Through the high coverage and close
resemblance to real applications, AI Matrix fully represents
the DL workloads on Alibaba data centers. The collected
benchmarks mainly fall into three categories: computer vision,
recommendation, and language processing, which consist of
the most majority of DL applications in Alibaba.
AI Matrix serves a number of important purposes. It aids
the selection of new hardware from outside vendors to build
Alibaba’s future data centers. Through performance analysis,
it helps identify the bottleneck of the current DL software
and hardware systems and provides guidance on improving
application performance and designing future hardware. We
believe that such a benchmark suite that fully characterizes the
DL applications on China’s largest e-commerce platform is of
equal interest to the public, so we made the majority of the AI
Matrix benchmarks open to the public, 17 out of 20, hoping
it can benefit the hardware vendors, industrial and research
organizations. More information of AI Matrix are available
on the benchmark website https://aimatrix.ai/en-us/ and on
GitHub https://github.com/alibaba/ai-matrix.
II. COLLECTION OF MODELS
The model collection in AI Matrix mainly covers three
categories: computer vision for image content understanding,
recommendation for personalized feed, ranking, advertisement,
etc, and language processing for translation, question and
answer, searching, opinion analysis, etc. An overview of the
model collection is shown in Table I.
A. Computer Vision
Computer vision is an important application category on
Alibaba e-commerce platform. With hundreds of millions of
new pictures emerging every day, it is important to understand
the content of these pictures. DL models are used to classify
image content, detect objects, and recognize texts in images.
Image Classification classifies images into classes. The
models collected for this task include GoogLeNet [9], Res-
Net50 and ResNet101 [10], and DenseNet [11]. These models
are used as the backbone in many image classification applic-
ations in Alibaba.
Object Detection identifies specific regions that contain
objects of interest and classifies them into classes. They use
image classification models as backbone to extract features
from the input image. The collected object detection models
include SSD [12], DSSD [13], Mask RCNN [14], Faster R-
CNN [15], and Cascaded Pyramid Network (CPN) [16]. The
collected SSD and DSSD models include VGG [17], Res-
Net18, ResNet50, and ResNet101 as variants of the backbone
network. SSD and DSSD are used in Alibaba’s smart city
application to optimize city traffic. The CPN is a model for
human pose estimation, which is used in Taobao, an online
shopping website.
Text Recognition detects and extracts texts in images,
which consists of a large fraction of the computer vision
tasks in Alibaba. It has different challenges than the general
objection detection. Text line bounding boxes usually have
much larger aspect ratios and orientations than those of general
objects. Faster R-CNN or SSD style detectors suffer from
the difficulty of producing such boxes, due to its default box
design. The collected text recognition models include SegLink
[18] and Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN)
[19]. SegLink is used to identify the bounding boxes of texts.
CRNN combines a convolutional network and a recurrent
network to tackle the recognition of very long shaped texts.
B. Recommendation
Recommendation accounts for a large fraction of the DL
applications in the e-commerce platform, with many use cases
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Category Model Framework Dataset Batch
Size
FLOPs Memory
Read (Bytes)
Arith.
Intensity
Time/
Batch (s)
FLOPs/s
Classification
GoogLeNet Tensorflow
& Caffe
ImageNet & Synthetic 32 7.78×1010 2.46× 109 32 0.014 5.69×1012
ResNet50 Tensorflow
& Caffe
ImageNet & Synthetic 32 2.14×1011 7.72× 109 28 0.029 7.33×1012
DenseNet121 Tensorflow
& Caffe
ImageNet & Synthetic 32 9.19×1010 8.09× 109 11 0.029 3.21×1012
Detection
SSD Tensorflow
& Caffe
PASCAL VOC 16 1.13×1012 2.69× 1010 42 0.250 4.53×1012
Computer DSSD Caffe PASCAL VOC 2 5.38×1011 9.52× 1009 57 0.091 5.92×1012
Vision Mask RCNN Tensorflow MS COCO 1 4.87×1011 1.65× 1010 30 0.138 3.52×1012
Faster R-CNN Caffe PASCAL VOC 1 3.91×1011 1.04× 1010 37 0.071 5.48×1012
CPN Tensorflow MS COCO 8 6.34×1011 1.62× 1010 39 0.444 1.43×1012
Text
SegLink Tensorflow SynthText & ICDAR15 8 2.75×1012 1.02× 1011 27 0.421 6.53×1012
CRNN Tensorflow Synth 90k 256 5.23×1011 8.48× 109 62 0.086 6.09×1012
Recommendation
DIN Tensorflow Amazon Dataset 512 4.01×1009 2.60× 1008 15 0.004 1.02×1012
DIEN Tensorflow Amazon Dataset 512 1.13×1011 5.10× 1009 22 0.051 2.24×1012
Wide&Deep Tensorflow Census Income 2048 1.30×1008 3.20× 1007 4 0.057 2.29× 109
GCN Tensorflow Citation Network 1 2.72×1007 2.15× 1006 13 N/A N/A
NCF Tensorflow Movielens 256 1.66×1008 3.34× 1006 50 0.001 1.57×1011
Language Processing NMT Tensorflow WMT German-English 128 2.59×10
12 7.34× 1010 35 0.676 3.84×1012
BERT Tensorflow Wikipedia,
BooksCorpus, SQuAD
2 5.39×1011 8.27× 109 65 0.056 9.66×1012
Table I: Overview of AI Matrix benchmarks. FLOPs is the number of FLOPs performed for executing one batch. Memory read
is the total bytes read from DRAM to L2 cache for executing one batch. Arithmetic intensity is calculated using one batch.
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Figure 1: Roofline model of AI Matrix inference benchmarks
on NVIDIA V100 GPU with peak FP32 performance of 14
TFLOPS and memory bandwidth of 900 GB/s. Precision is
FP32 and no tensor core is used.
like advertisement, feed, and search. The collected recom-
mendation models include Deep Interest Network (DIN) [20],
Deep Interest Evolution Network (DIEN) [21], Wide & Deep
[22], Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [23], and NCF
[24]. A commonly used scenario in advertisement is to predict
the probability that a user will click a certain item if it
is recommended to the user. DIEN is an important model
used in Alibaba for this click-through rate prediction task.
DIEN is an improved version of the DIN. GCN is a model
used by Taobao to capture high-order similarities in users’
billion-scale behavior sequences. These models combines a
sparse embedding layer and a number of densely connected
layers. The embedding layer transforms the sparse input of
user features and history into a dense vector that can be
handled by the densely connected layers. In real applications,
the embedding size can be to hundreds of Gigabytes, while the
fully-connected layers have a modest number of parameters.
C. Language Processing
Language processing is another important application cat-
egory on Alibaba e-commerce platform and accomplishes
tasks like translation, question & answer, sentiment analysis,
etc. The collected language models include Neural machine
translation (NMT) [25] and Bidirectional Encoder Represent-
ations from Transformers (BERT) [26]. NMT has become the
dominant approach to machine translation. It uses an encoder
to encode the input sentence, and then uses a decoder to decode
the encoding into the target output sentence. BERT is a new
method of pre-training language representations which obtains
state-of-the-art results on a wide array of language processing
tasks. NMT and BERT are used as the backbone networks in
many of the language processing tasks in Alibaba.
III. MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
To understand the computation needs of AI Matrix bench-
marks, it is important to look at their compute and memory
intensities. Table I shows the arithmetic intensity of these
benchmarks for executing one batch. The majority of the
benchmarks have high arithmetic intensity. Usually, the re-
commendation models, such as Wide & Deep and DIN, have
lower arithmetic intensity, because they mainly consist of
fully-connected layers with high parameter count. On the
other hand, the computer vision tasks like DSSD and CRNN
have high arithmetic intensity, because they mainly consist
of convolutional layers. The language processing models like
NMT and BERT also have high arithmetic intensity because
of the RNN layers used. The roofline model of AI Matrix
benchmarks is shown in Figure 1. Surprisingly, even for those
benchmarks with high arithmetic intensity, their performance
are still far away from the roofline. This indicates that the
compute resources on the GPU are not fully utilized. The
reason why they are underutilized remains to be investigated,
but one possibility is that the applications are not designed
efficiently to fully utilize the GPU and its resources.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The collection of models may be updated in the future
based on the advancement of DL applications in Alibaba. In the
short term, development will be done to support low-precision
inference (FP16 and INT8), mixed-precision training (FP32
and FP16) on NVIDIA GPUs, training on single machine with
multiple GPUs and on distributed machines.
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